
HackShield Lesson Manual
Class Quest 2 - What is data?



Lesson duration
45 minutes

Target audience
Suitable for students between the ages of 8 and 12.

Learning goals
Students learn...

● what data are.
The student understands that in addition to finding information, you can also leave
information on the internet yourself.

● which data you can share and which you cannot (e.g. your date of birth is okay, your address
not).

● why data is worth money.
The student learns what interests people and other parties may have in obtaining
possession of the data of others or in taking control of digital assets belonging to others.

Necessities
● Interactive board
● Teacher account for HackShield (create it here).

Concepts*:
● Data: Digital information, which is processed and stored in  computers.

(For example: what you click on within a website, but also personal information such as your
address & password)

● Cookies: Small files which the provider of a website places on the computer, telephone or
tablet of a visitor. With cookies information is collected or stored about the website visit or
about the user's device.

● Filter Bubble: A filter bubble is the result of only receiving a personalized offer: you only get
to see things that are precisely tailored to your internet a.k.a. surfing behavior.

● Tracker: You can see a tracker as a kind of spy. They can be found everywhere on the
internet. Suppose you are looking for cool shoes on the internet and suddenly you see
advertisements for the same brand of shoes on other websites.

* Would you like to know more about the above topics? Then visit joinhackshield.com and view the
content for inspiration and depth. Then you are fully prepared for this lesson.

General
In this class quest the students find out what data is. Online you leave data everywhere (sometimes
even without you being aware of it). The students go with André to see how it works by looking for
data Sanne has left behind on the internet.

Nice to know
Take a look at the website HackShield so you can see what the game environment and the class
quest look like, so you know what your students can expect. This takes about thirty minutes.. Don't
forget  you need a teacher account for this, which you can create here.

https://global.joinhackshield.com/register/teacher
https://global.joinhackshield.com/en/indeklas
https://global.joinhackshield.com
https://global.joinhackshield.com/register/teacher


Elaboration
Introduction - 10 min
Explain to the students that you are going to talk about data and what they are exactly, and that you
are going to play a game about it together. You often hear the word data, but what does it actually
mean and what should you imagine? Which data you don't mind sharing with others and which
date you prefer to keep to yourself?

Introduction questions
● When was the last time you left your information, so your data, somewhere?

(e.g. watched videos on YouTube this morning).
● Who has ever had the idea that Google or YouTube already 'thinks' they know what you like?

And how did you notice that? (for example through specific advertisements or the offer of
the same type of videos. Hint: filter bubble!).

● Who has ever noticed you were on someone else's account, because you suddenly saw a
completely different offer? Was there a big difference in comparison to your preferences?
Did you know right away who owned the account? (for example, completely different videos
recommended on YouTube).

● Could you find out what an app actually knows about you? What do you think an app
knows about you? (for example by settings or by requesting access to data)

Optional
Have students name their favorite app (for example, Instagram, TikTok, or a gaming app). Then have
them draw on a piece of paper what this app knows about them. What kind of profile do you have
according to this app? Does he know your friends and your parents? Try to be as comprehensive as
possible. And does data also include having a hobby? Or your favorite store? Or the location where
you go every Tuesday evening for football training? Tell them they will discover this in this quest.
Just checking to see if they've thought it through...

Core - 30 min
Start the quest on the interactive board. Inform the class  you are now going to start the game and
discuss rules that suit your class when you play a game on the interactive board as a class.

Tips
● You can decide to have the students read the text of a specific character (for example, child x

reads André's text and child y reads Sanne's text).
● During the quest choices will have to be made. You can choose to use an active work form.

For example: If you think we should go to Fort Hype you can stand. If you think we should go
to Wassup, you can stay in your seat. And if you think we should go to Juutoeb, you can sit
on the floor.

● On Feesbook, students can switch between profiles as a last assignment. This way they can
still collect information.



The 4 clues in this class quest
In the class quest you will look for clues to find out what is going on with Sanne. For every clue, pick
a student who can remember the clue.
Below are the clues you need to find (so don't read these out loud to the class, but take it with you
as insider information to adjust them when necessary):

● Fort Hype: Crummit86 says, "Hey, aren't you that Sanne from those pictures?"
→ Refers to where HackShield once started. Photos of Sanne were then put online, which she
did not want online at all. Then she started HackShield together with André. With
HackShield they want to teach children and adults how to protect themselves on the
internet, to prevent these kinds of things from happening to others.

● Fees book: Crummit86's profile has been blocked.
→ Refers to Crummit86 who was already harassing her in Fort Hype.

● Wassup: Mommy says, “Hi honey, where is all this loud music coming from? Is that you?"
→ Refers to the loud music that Sanne is listening to, because she is annoyed that someone
brought up the photo again. She finds it very annoying that that photo has resurfaced
somewhere.

● JuuToeb: “'How do I delete all data from my JuuToeb?'
→ Refers to deleting all data.

Additional clue:
Juutoeb: "This is how you hack" video
→ Refers to the fact that Sanne has evil plans….

Summarizing:
Sanne is annoyed, because someone started talking about the photos of her which are spread
(which she didn't want) and so she decides to delete all her data, so that no one can harm her
anymore. André and the students find out step by step.

Answers to class activities in the class quest
The questions you can discuss with the class are in the quest in the purple Queries (a kind of robot)
which floats around. We recommend discussing these questions with your class to promote
awareness of the online choices they make. Of course you can decide to skip this or discuss it
another time.

● What would you think if someone you knew looked into your phone?
Suggestion: I think it's important for someone to ask permission before watching. Is there a
difference between someone you know or a stranger? And between a peer or an adult?

● What suggestions would you see on Juutoeb? And what does the video app actually
know about you?
For example: Someone watches a lot of videos about football. He will certainly not see
makeup tutorial videos as a suggestion. Or someone watches a lot of game videos and cat
videos. Then there are certainly no videos with singer songwriters. Does anyone know what
this is called, when you get to see a lot of the same things? (Filter bubble)

● Is there data (for example a photo) which you rather not share via an online message?
Suggestions: an uncharming photo, a fragile photo, a photo that you don't like. Does
anyone know of an example of a naked photo that has gone around? How is this resolved?
Or a photoshopped photo? Why is this allowed or not?

● Why would apps want to collect data about you?
Suggestion: To make money by reselling your data to data merchants or advertisers. Or to
predict your preferences so that you immediately see suggestions tailored to what you
have liked, viewed and searched for. For example, think of that one pair of shoes you
viewed online!



Closing - 5 min
Ask the students what they have learned. Can they now tell what was wrong with Sanne?

Final questions
● What are examples of data that you unconsciously leave behind?

Answer: Your location, how long you've been online, what words you search for and which
links you click, the websites you visit, how often you use each app, etc.

● How can you protect your own data?
Answer: You can do a lot to make it less traceable. these are the main ones options at a
glance:

○ Using an alternative search engine (Startpage, DuckDuckgo)
○ You can use an alternative browser (Mozilla Firefox)
○ You could surf incognito by opening an incognito window.
○ You can delete your search history in your browser settings.
○ You can delete your cookies: (watch the video on schooltv about Cookies)

Shield & Points
When you complete the quest with the students, you will receive a code at the end. When students
have created their own profile on joinhackshield.com (look at the appendix to know how you could
guide them in this), they can fill in this code, which earns a shield and extra points.

Tips
● Write the code on the board or have students write the code themselves to take home. In

this way, you encourage students to delve further into cyber security at home. What else do
you want!?

● Do you want your students to play HackShield more in the classroom? That is of course also
possible. The appendix explains step by step how you can guide the children to create an
account.

https://global.joinhackshield.com


Appendix
How to create a HackShield account with the students
The students can continue their cyber path in HackShield at home or at school, but they need their
own account for that. By encouraging them to come up with a suitable username and password,
you help them make safe choices online. Below are some tips:

(Do you only want to know how to create an account on joinhackshield.com? Then only read the
bold text at point 4)

1. Take the password crack test as a class. Have students count the number of characters in
their most commonly used password. So also ask whether it contains capital letters or
numbers, for example. Enter a password on the website and you will see how many years or
sometimes even seconds it takes to crack a password.

2. State that a passphrase is a good and safe option. Such a sentence does not have to be
difficult. As in a written sentence, have them also use the spaces between the words as
characters. Bet that a hacker can crack that difficulty? Hackers, as well as automated
password crackers, have a hard time trying to figure out many consecutive characters. Just
count the characters of a passphrase and fill it in on a password cracking test. Do you see
the difference?

3. Hackers always check what they can already find about you online. So never use your name
or date of birth in your username or passphrase!

4. Show the students that they can click LOGIN/REGISTER at the top right of
joinhackshield.nl. Then they have to click on the big blue REGISTER button and they
can fill in all their details there. Have they created an account? Then they can click on
the big orange PLAY button at the top right of the website.

5. Before everyone gets started, you go through the first steps together. The game speaks for
itself. Mention that this game is not about speed, but about answering most questions
RIGHT. It contains tips and new insights that can come in handy to prevent hacking.

6. There are a lot of difficult words in it. Students can of course always Google them! It is useful
if they write it down immediately, so that you can discuss a number of those concepts with
each other at the end of the lesson (power of repetition).

https://global.joinhackshield.com/register/teacher

